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Trombone Concerto
This guide to the concerto consists of four parts corresponding to the major periods of musicbaroque, classical, romantic and 20th century-through which the concerto evolved. Within
these sections, attention is given to geographical regions where different approaches to
concerto style are found.
A Trombone solo, composed by Friedebald Graefe.
Abstract: This document is a study of four works for trombone with large ensemble
accompaniment. Each of the works was composed in the last twenty years of the twentieth
century by composers who were born, educated, and reside in the United States. The
composers and works are: Concerto For Trombone by Howard Buss, Arrows of Time by
Richard Peaslee, Concerto for Trombone by Jim Pugh, and Trombone Concerto, by Dexter
Morrill. The goals of this study are to define the jazz and popular music influences in each of
the works, and to discern what if any impact the popular culture of the last 40 years in America
had on the works of these composers. The jazz and popular influences in each of the works
are varied and extensive. Characteristics of Dixieland, Be-bop, Ragtime, and Rock are in
evidence in the concertos. Many of the influences are mixed into what is presently called
"fusion." Traits of Bernstein, Copland, and others are also readily apparent. Each of the
compositions shows traits of music indigenous to the United States, and labeled as "American"
music. When questioned, the composers replied with interesting and often conflicting views on
what is or is not American music. The composers are also in disagreement as to what impact
jazz and rock music had on their individual styles, and to what degree they felt these genres
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would be influencing music in the next century. The composers also mention what they
believed the influences on their composing styles are. These answers are compared to the
influences which I found in the concertos studied.
Encompassing more than five hundred classical composers past and present, this listener's
guide to classical music discusses the best recordings of symphonies, operas, choral pieces,
chamber music, and more by the world's leading composers as performed by a variety of
outstanding musicians and conductors, and includes essays on the classical repertory,
composers, instruments, and more. Original.

Composed in 1877, Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov’s Concerto for Trombone and Military
Band was composed for a marine officer friend and was first played at a concert at
Kronstadt in1878. Includes: * Allegro Vivace * Andante Cantabile * Allegro
The Band Music Handbook: A Comprehensive Catalog of Band Repertoire presents
professional, college, community, and school band directors with an essential tool for
discovering and selecting appropriate repertoire. Christopher M. Cicconi presents a
wide-ranging catalog of band music composed in the past twenty-five years. From the
work of John Adams to Ellen Taaffe Zwilich, the music cataloged includes works
appropriate for all ages and skill levels. Each work listed includes date of origin,
duration, exact instrumentation, and publisher. A number of appendixes further classify
the repertoire by composer, title, and duration and offer a detailed list of publishers, a
bibliography for further reading, and a comprehensive march list. Following the model
of the best-selling Daniels’ Orchestral Music, The Band Music Handbook puts the
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information that band conductors, directors, and musicians need right at their fingertips.
It is also an essential tool for future music educators and instrumental music education
students seeking assistance in repertoire selection.
One of The Telegraph's Best Music Books 2011 Alex Ross's award-winning
international bestseller, The Rest Is Noise: Listening to the Twentieth Century, has
become a contemporary classic, establishing Ross as one of our most popular and
acclaimed cultural historians. Listen to This, which takes its title from a beloved 2004
essay in which Ross describes his late-blooming discovery of pop music, showcases
the best of his writing from more than a decade at The New Yorker. These pieces,
dedicated to classical and popular artists alike, are at once erudite and lively. In a
previously unpublished essay, Ross brilliantly retells hundreds of years of music
history—from Renaissance dances to Led Zeppelin—through a few iconic bass lines of
celebration and lament. He vibrantly sketches canonical composers such as Schubert,
Verdi, and Brahms; gives us in-depth interviews with modern pop masters such as
Björk and Radiohead; and introduces us to music students at a Newark high school and
indie-rock hipsters in Beijing. Whether his subject is Mozart or Bob Dylan, Ross shows
how music expresses the full complexity of the human condition. Witty, passionate, and
brimming with insight, Listen to This teaches us how to listen more closely.
Twelve-tone and serial music were dominant forms of composition following World War
II and remained so at least through the mid-1970s. In 1961, Ann Phillips Basart
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published the pioneering bibliographic work in the field.
This Concerto by the Russian master is one of the most often performed works in the
repertoire for trombonists. This is a revised and edited version making dynamic,
articulation and other details more consistent. This is a great piece to feature a member
of the ensemble or a guest soloist. (7:10)
The Dictionary of American Classical Composers covers over 650 composers active
from the 18th century to today. Covering all classical styles, it offers the most
comprehensive overview of key composers in the United States available. Entries
include basic biographical information and critical analysis of each composer's key
works and ideas. Entries also include worklists and bibliographic information. Whenever
possible, the entries will have been checked by the composers themselves to assure
greatest possible accuracy. This new edition, completely updated and expanded from
the 1984 edition, also includes over 200 historic photographs.
The received wisdom of popular jazz history is that the era of the big band was the
1930s and '40s, when swing was at its height. But as practicing jazz musicians know,
even though big bands lost the spotlight once the bebop era began, they never really
disappeared. Making the Scene challenges conventional jazz historiography by
demonstrating the vital role of big bands in the ongoing development of jazz. Alex
Stewart describes how jazz musicians have found big bands valuable. He explores the
rich "rehearsal band" scene in New York and the rise of repertory orchestras. Making
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the Scene combines historical research, ethnography, and participant observation with
musical analysis, ethnic studies, and gender theory, dismantling stereotypical views of
the big band.
Includes miscellaneous newsletters (Music at Michigan, Michigan Muse), bulletins,
catalogs, programs, brochures, articles, calendars, histories, and posters.
Music lovers, researchers, students, librarians, and teachers can trace the personal and
artistic influences behind music makers from Elton John to Leontyne Price. Individual
entries on over 400 of the world's most renowned and accomplished living performers,
composers, conductors, and band leaders in musical genres from opera to hip-hop.
Also includes an in-depth Index covering musicians of all eras, so that readers can
learn which artists, alive or dead, influenced the work of today's most important figures
in the music industry.
Guide to the Euphonium Repertoire is the most definitive publication on the status of
the euphonium in the history of this often misunderstood and frequently underappreciated instrument. This volume documents the rich history, the wealth of
repertoire, and the incredible discography of the euphonium. Music educators,
composers/arrangers, instrument historians, performers on other instruments, and
students of the euphonium (baritone horn, tenor tuba, etc.) will find the exhaustive
research evident in this volume's pages to be compelling and comprehensive.
Contributors are Lloyd Bone, Brian L. Bowman, Neal Corwell, Adam Frey, Marc
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Dickman, Bryce Edwards, Seth D. Fletcher, Carroll Gotcher, Atticus Hensley, Lisa M.
Hocking, Sharon Huff, Kenneth R. Kroesche, R. Winston Morris, John Mueller, Michael
B. O'Connor, Eric Paull, Joseph Skillen, Kelly Thomas, Demondrae Thurman, Matthew
J. Tropman, and Mark J. Walker.
This is a piece of standard repertoire that has been skillfully arranged to feature the alto
trombone in a standard brass quintet setting. Now these terrific solos can be used in
concerts, recitals and masterclasses, not with just piano accompaniment, but as
chamber music.
Composed in 1877, Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov's Concerto for Trombone and Military
Band was composed for a marine officer friend and was first played at a concert at
Kronstadt in1878. Includes: Allegro Vivace * Andante Cantabile * Allegro.
(E.B. Marks). William Bolcom's Trombone Concerto was premiered by the New York
Philharmonic with Joseph Alessi as soloist. Since then the composer has also added a band
transcription, so the concerto may be played with orchestra or band. The piano reduction is
very playable by college-level pianists and renders this dynamic new concerto nicely suitable
for recital performances as well.
Prominent scholar and performer Douglas Yeo provides an accessible reference guide for all
instruments in the low brass family and addresses a broad range of relevant topics with ready
answers to issues that students, players, and conductors encounter. Extensive illustrations by
Lennie Peterson provide clear insight into many of the entries.
In the first major book devoted to the trumpet in more than two decades, John Wallace and
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Alexander McGrattan trace the surprising evolution and colorful performance history of one of
the world's oldest instruments. They chart the introduction of the trumpet and its family into art
music, and its rise to prominence as a solo instrument, from the Baroque "golden age," through
the advent of valved brass instruments in the nineteenth century, and the trumpet's
renaissance in the jazz age. The authors offer abundant insights into the trumpet's repertoire,
with detailed analyses of works by Haydn, Handel, and Bach, and fresh material on the
importance of jazz and influential jazz trumpeters for the reemergence of the trumpet as a solo
instrument in classical music today. Wallace and McGrattan draw on deep research, lifetimes
of experience in performing and teaching the trumpet in its various forms, and numerous
interviews to illuminate the trumpet's history, music, and players. Copiously illustrated with
photographs, facsimiles, and music examples throughout, The Trumpet will enlighten and
fascinate all performers and enthusiasts [Publisher description].
(Boosey & Hawkes Chamber Music). A major addition to the concertante trombone repertory,
this single-movement work lasting 30 minutes was premiered in 2017 by Jorgenvan Rijen and
the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, conducted by Ivan Fischer. Press reviews were ecstatic:
"...this magnificent concerto enriches the repertoire...The trombone sang, sang, sang...then
suddenly a spectacular mating dance of four trombones a la Stockhausen. At the very end van
Rijen and MacMillan struck me down completely: between the serene harmonies which came
to a moment of rest, the trombone once more entered with a heart-breaking eruption...the
wonderful beauty of despair...It is a concerto for eternity, and trombone players could use one."
- De Trouw.
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